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Abstract  : 

 

MyIfrane application is a city guide app that will help visitors and residents in Ifrane to get                 

accurate information about the places and services available in the city. Local business owners              

will have the opportunity to promote their businesses by posting their information in the app.               

This application will be Android-based and will use Firebase functionalities to handle the signup,              

login, and database actions.  

The application will have a main dashboard where he can see featured and popular locations or                

search for a certain service or place. In addition to this, he will be able to navigate through a                   

menu, where he can choose from multiple options. He can for example browse locations by               

categories or get information about the city of Ifrane. The user can also create an account and use                  

it to promote his own business by posting its information. 
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Introduction : 

The main aim of this capstone project is to create an Android mobile application that serves as a                  
city guide of Ifrane as requested by the AUI library. Having an interesting touristic potential, this                
application will play a role in promoting the town of Ifrane and facilitate access to information                
such as restaurants, hotels, public services, and facilities for tourists, AUI freshmen, and             
international students. Also, this mobile application will allow local business owners to get             
known easily so they can scale their business. 

To make this application we need to follow the software engineering process using a              
Reuse-oriented software engineering model along with agile methodology. We will be first            
checking the requirements, and the feasibility of them, then we will perform the modeling,              
implementation, and testing. 

After gathering the requirements from the AUI library, we will proceed into modeling the system               
architecture that fits with the problem, then the implementation and testing will go hand in hand                
with each other to deliver a viable solution. Different testing approaches will be applied like unit                
testing, integration testing, and performance testing. 

In order to be accepted, the minimum requirement that needs to be met is to create the main                  
functionalities of the application (Technical conception). 

By releasing this project, tourists and new students will be able to explore the touristic attractions                
of Ifrane as well as getting accurate information about the city public services, also many               
opportunities could be created for local business owners as it will allow them to promote their                
products and scale up their business. In addition to this, the software must follow ethical               
standards. 
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STEEPLE ANALYSIS 

Societal Factor : 

MyIfrane application will be a tool for anyone visiting or residing in Ifrane to get accurate                
information about city services, restaurants, and attractions. This application will bring an added             
value to the city of Ifrane. Locals will have the opportunity to benefit from a complete set of                  
information that will help them to access the services without ambiguity or misinformation. On              
the other hand, tourists will find it easy to navigate throughout the city without the need to ask                  
strangers or get scammed. 

Technological Factor : 

By creating this mobile application, people will find it easy to use since the majority of people                 
nowadays use smartphones. So this process will be way easier than traditional ways such as               
paper maps or asking other people.  

Economical Factor : 

This application will contribute to the economic growth of the city of Ifrane. Business owners               
will have the opportunity to promote their businesses easily which will bring more profit for               
them. By doing so the businesses will scale up which means more job opportunities for the                
locals. It is a win-win situation. In addition to this, the application will be free to access and there                   
is no type of payment while using it.  

Environmental Factor : 

Ifrane will replace the traditional ways of navigating throughout the city that involve using              
traditional maps. Traditional maps use paper which leads to huge consumption of natural             
resources such as trees. On the other hand, the mobile application will be eco-friendly as there is                 
no way that it can harm nature. 

Political Factor : 

The application is not affiliated with any political party or entity and does not support any                
political view or ideology.  
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Legal Factor : 

The tools used in creating this project are all open-source and free to use such as Android Studio                  
and Firebase. Moreover, the application abides by Moroccan law and does not break any              
intellectual property. 

Ethical Factor : 

The application is following the code of ethics and protects all users' sensitive information. 

Requirement Specification : 

a-Functional Requirements  

User: 
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Functional 
Requirement 

Description 

1 The user shall be able to see the splash screen 

2 The user should be able to navigate through the onboarding screen 

3 The user shall be able to navigate through the menu 

4 The user shall be able to do a complete search for locations 

6 The user shall see a list of all categories of services 

7 The user shall see a list of a certain category of services 

8 The user shall be able to see the details of a single location 
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Business Owner: 

  

b-Non-Functional Requirements : 

Usability : 

The application shall be user friendly as the user can easily navigate through the software               
functionalities 

Availability : 

The application shall be available for use anytime. In case of unexpected system downtime, the               
errors shall be fixed as soon as possible so that the users could access them again. 

Performance : 

The application shall perform well in different workloads in an efficient way with the least               
amount of time possible. 

Maintainability : 

The system of the application shall be restored from failure easily and rapidly 
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Functional 
Requirement 

Description 

1 The business owner shall be able to sign up for an account 

2  The business owner shall be able to log into the application 

4 The business owner shall be able to add a location 
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Security  

The application shall be protected from espionage and sabotage, In addition to this, it should               
protect user sensitive information. 

Compatibility : 

The application shall run in multiple types of devices (phone-tablet) and different operating             
systems (Android and IOs). 

Data Integrity :  

The application shall assure data accuracy and consistency in all evolution phases. 

Scalability : 

The application shall handle a higher level of operations without failures or constraints 

Ethics : 

The application shall not break any academic, professional, or moral laws. 

Feasibility Study : 

The feasibility study is one of the crucial phases in project conception as it gives an overall idea                  
if the project is doable or not. My project is a mobile application that allows tourists and AUI                  
students to get accurate information about the city of Ifrane including restaurants, activities, and              
services. 

Technical Feasibility: The project is technically feasible since it requires tools that are free to               
use such as Android studio which is used as an IDE. For the programming part, we will use                  
JAVA that is one of the most powerful programming languages as it contains a lot of libraries.                 
XML will be used as a markup language in order to implement the interface.  

Economic Feasibility: Since publishing the application on google play will require only 25 $ as               
a registration fee, there will be no added cost in order to deploy the application. For that, the                  
project is economically feasible. 

Market Feasibility: After checking the Google Play Store, I have noticed that there are many               
city guides about different cities in the world. However, there is no application concerned about               
the city of Ifrane which makes this project market feasible. 

13 
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Schedule Feasibility: This is one of the crucial parts of the feasibility study phase as it ensures if                  
the project can be delivered on time. Before implementing the application, I need to learn about                
the technologies that I will be using. As I am already familiar with some of the tools used, the                   
learning phase will not be that long as a result the coding part would take less time. 

Software Architecture :  

a-Architectural Pattern : 

The architecture pattern used in the realization of the project is the adapter pattern. Having a                
similar role in real life, adapters are often used to fit any electrical device with different types of                  
power plugs that differ from country to country. In our case, adapters serve as a bridge between                 
different incompatible software components or different interfaces. Furthermore, adapter classes          
are used to display data in a model class into the main user interface (Dashboard with recycler                 
views). 

 

Figure 1:Adapter Pattern Concept 

b-Firebase Data Structure and Authentication Process 

For the database architecture of the application, MyIfrane uses a firebase database that             
synchronizes data for all its users with a real-time database that is cloud-hosted. The Firebase               
Authentication SDK provides methods to create and manage users that use their email addresses              
and passwords to sign in. In other words, it allows a fluid implementation of the login and                 
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sign-up processes. In addition to this, Firebase Authentication also handles sending password            
reset emails. 

 

Figure 2: Data Synchronization and transfer with Firebase Architecture 

 

                        Figure3: Business owner authentication process using Firebase 
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Software Design : 

a-Use Case Diagram : 

 

 

Figure 4: Use Case Diagram 

The figure above represents the use case diagram that has two actors which are a business owner                 
and a normal user, with the tasks corresponding to each one as mentioned in the diagram. 
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b-Sequence Diagrams : 

 

Figure 5: Sequence Diagram of Location Owner Actor 

The sequence diagram above is the representation of the sequence of actions performed by the               
business owner within the application, and it consists of three components that interact with each               
other which are Firebase database, main module, and Firebase storage. 
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Figure 6: Sequence Diagram of User Actor 

The sequence diagram above is the representation of the sequence of actions performed by the               
user. It consists mainly of three components that interact with each other which are the Firebase                
database, main module, and Firebase storage. 
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c-Class Diagram : 

 

Figure 7: Class Diagram of MyIfrane Application 

The class diagram of the project consists of seven classes. The dashboard class represents the               
main activity that displays the main components of the application, it is linked to adapter classes                
that pass the data from the modal class (Location) to the dashboard. Apart from being linked to                 
adapters for display purposes, the modal class is also linked with classes that represent the               
business owner’s activities, as the registered owner can add a certain location to the database. 
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d-Database Design : 

 

Figure 8: Firebase Database Essential Nodes 

The database of the application consists of two nodes each one has its components. 

                    

Figure 9: Location Node 

The location node has six children which are address, category, description, image URL, phone,              
and Title. The key used to distinguish between Location children is the title.  
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Figure 10: User Node 

The user node has seven children that represent the essential information entered while signing              
up. The phone number is used as a key to locate the node children.  

 

Figure 11: Image Storage 

While adding a location, the user can add a picture of that place and the image is saved in the                    
Firebase storage section. Then, the access token of the picture is added along with that location                
information into the database.  
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Software Implementation : 

a-Technological Enablers : 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure12: Java Logo 

JAVA: It is an object-oriented programming language that is used to build large-scale business              
applications, its main strength is decreasing the use of dependencies. Java is secure and reliable               
and it is cross-platform. To develop the backend part of our Android application, usually we use                
either JAVA or Kotlin.  

  

 

 

  

 

Figure13 : XML Logo 

XML: Extensible Markup Language is a markup language like HTML, that defines a set of               
rules for encoding documents, and structuring data for storage and transfer. XML is a very               
useful technology for moving data between different databases or between databases and other             
programs 
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Figure 14:Firebase Logo 

Firebase: It is a real-time database that uses a cloud-hosted NoSQL database. This platform that               
is developed by Google offers data storage and synchronization in real-time. The data is synced               
across all clients and is still available when an app goes offline. It also handles the authentication                 
process and makes it easier. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Android Studio Logo 

Android Studio: It is the official open-source IDE for the Android operating system, built on               
JetBrains' IntelliJ IDEA software and designed specifically for Android development.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: Adobe Illustrator Logo 

Adobe Illustrator: This software allows you to create a variety of digital and printed images,               
including cartoons, charts, diagrams, graphs, logos, and illustrations. 
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Figure 17: Adobe XD Logo 

Adobe XD: This software was created by Adobe to help developers to create professional user               
interfaces of applications for different devices (Smartphones-Tablets-Computers). One of its          
features is exporting the designs in multiple resolutions.  

 

Figure18: Shutterstock Logo 

Shutterstock: This app allows you to use high-quality pictures, it gives you the license to               
download but with a subscription amount of 49 $. 

 

Figure19: Picasso Logo 

Picasso: This is an Android library that handles image processing, it allows you to display               
images by resizing them using Java code. 
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Figure 20: Testme Logo 

Testme: This plugin is used within Android studio to perform automated unit testing. 

b-Implementation : 

 

Figure 21: Splash Screen Activity 

This is the first screen that comes up when you open the application, it is set with fading                  
animation for both image view and text views, using an animation file that handles the fading as                 
shown below. 
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Figure 22 : Animation XML File 

 

Figure 23: Onboarding Screen Activity 

The onboarding screen activity comes right after the splash screen, and it is only shown once you                 
download the app using sessions. It consists of a view pager that is attached to an adapter to                  
show the contents, the backend part of the activity is responsible for slider handling in addition                
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to changing the colors of the dot once you move from one content to another. The get started                  
button is marked invisible until you arrive at the last page of the view pager. 

 

Figure24: Main Dashboard Activity  

This is the main page of the application and it has many components. The search bar is used to                   

look for any location using firebase queries. The plus button is used to add a location, when you                  

click on it you get redirected to a startup page where you have to choose between registering or                  

logging into an account. The featured locations section contains the important location that             

anyone who will visit Ifrane may need to go there. This section uses a recycler view to display                  

data that is attached to an adapter. When you click on a certain location you get directed to a                   

page giving a full description of the location. The popular locations section uses the same               

concept as the featured locations. The four buttons below the search bar allow you to browse                

locations based on their categories here we have just four main categories. The three lines button                

allows you to call the navigation drawer where you have to choose between multiple options.  
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Figure25: Business Owner Startup Screen Screen  

When you click on the plus button in the main dashboard, you get directed to this page where                  

you have to choose between login or sign up. In addition to this, a number of transition                 

animations were included in this process. so when you click on each button a transition               

animation is accompanied with it to the next activity. 

  

Figure26: Transition while Calling a New Intent 
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Figure27: Sign up Activity 

This activity is called when you want to register. The data is entered in a form, where each field                   

is linked with a validation function that checks if the field is either empty or does not follow                  

some condition. After data is saved in the database, a success message page is shown when every                 

field is entered correctly 

   

Figure28: Registration Success Message 
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Figure29: Login Activity  

In the login activity, when the user enters the credentials the app checks if the data exists in the                   

Firebase database. Once done, the user gets directed to a dashboard. There is also a button that                 

directs you to the sign-up page if you do not have an account. 

 

Figure 30: Business Owner Dashboard 
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In the business owner dashboard, the user can either add a location or logout to get directed to 

the main page. 

 

 

Figure 31: Adding a Location Process 

In this process, the user enters the necessary information about an owned location, then he               

uploads its picture to firebase storage, after that the access token in storage is linked with the                 

other location information into the database. The image gets retrieved before uploading to make              

sure that the user entered the right picture. The Picasso library was used in the process of image                  

processing as it helps the upload and retrieval of an image in Firebase. Picasso also helps in the                  

formatting of a certain picture like size and gravity. Finally, If the information is entered               

correctly the user gets directed to the success message page where he can get to the dashboard                 

after that.  
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Figure 32: Use of Picasso library to Show images in Search and Upload 

 

 

Figure33: Search Result Format 
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When the user searches for a certain location or looks for it in other parts of the app like                   

browsing by category. He gets the above format where he can see the picture of the location, its                  

address, category, and description. Furthermore, a phone number is also displayed with a link to               

call directly. 

 

 

 

Figure34: All Categories Page 

 

This section is called from the navigation drawer (Menu), the user gets a list of categories where                 

he can look for locations affiliated with each category, the concept used here is the same as a                  

normal search where I used Firebase queries. In the normal search, the criteria that were used is                 

the location’s title, while here the key used for queries was the category attribute in the location                 

node. 
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Figure35: About Ifrane Page 

This is a simple page where the user can get information about the city of Ifrane including its                  

history, natural setting, and architectural style. 
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Testing  : 

a-Unit Testing : 

This phase of testing consists of creating test classes for each unit component. To do this, I used                  
a plugin that can be used in android studio. The plugin is called “Testme”. It automatically                
generates unit test classes without the need to do that for yourself. 

b-Integration Testing : 

This phase involves combining all related units to see if the components relate to each other                
correctly. Multiple combinations are made to make sure the components run without error. The              
interaction between units is an important factor taking into consideration during that phase. 

c-System Testing :  

This phase consists of the same concept as integration testing, the only difference is that it                
involves the entire interaction of the components in the whole system, and it takes into               
consideration the requirements and input cases to see if the system is performing well, also the                
phase overlaps with the previous testing phases. 

d-Acceptance Testing : 

This is the final phase of testing when you get to test the behavior of the application, I used the                    
alpha testing procedure using my phone. As I connected it to android studio and ran the app from                  
it. I encountered many bugs during this phase but it allowed me to fix them in order to deliver the                    
project error-free. 

 

 

Figure36: Device used during Acceptance Testing 
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Conclusion and Future Works : 

Throughout the implementation of this project, I faced many difficulties including runtime            
errors, null pointer exception errors, and Image processing errors. It took me a long time to                
debug these errors, Also working with the Firebase database and authentication processes were             
stressful and time-consuming. even though, I finished some of the parts of the application a               
month ago. This was due to my lack of experience in mobile app development, as this is the first                   
time for me to work on such a project that requires a lot of resources and knowledge. This                  
struggle made me appreciate the importance of hard work and enriched my knowledge in mobile               
app development and computer science in general. This capstone project taught me that no              
matter how much skill you have, you still do not know a lot of things and learning is the best                    
way to overcome these challenges. 

To conclude about the work done, I have managed to successfully deploy the necessary              
functionalities of the application, including adding a location, searching for a location, browsing             
by categories, logging, and sign up. The design of the layout took me a long time but the                  
interaction between layout components was done successfully. 

Concerning the future work, the application still lacks some functionals that I could not do due to                 
timing constraints. I still have to implement the update and delete location procedures for the               
business owner dashboard. For the popular location section, I filled the recycler view with the               
places that many of us (residents of Ifrane) know. However, the data shall be based on the                 
number of views each location has, which is difficult to implement due to the pressure of time.                 
There is also a missing feature which is the reviews each location has. The app is available only                  
on Android, there should be a version working on IOs platforms. I tried to use online converters                 
but from what I read about them is that the final result is not optimal at all. This is because                    
Android and IOs apps have different methods of programming as the first one is based on the                 
Linux kernel and the IOs one is based on Apple’s operating system.  
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